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This report is for: (select one)

- [ ] Research
- [x] Presentation
- [ ] Poster

Name of researcher(s) or presenter(s): Laurel McPhee

Project Title: Lightning round presentation for a session entitled: Navigating the Maze of Visual Resources

Project Index Number: LIBLAU8

Presentation date (if applicable): 7/27/2017

Presentation conference name and location (if applicable):
Society of American Archivists annual meeting, Portland Oregon

Publication citation (if applicable):

How were the funds expended for this research/presentation/poster?
Funds were requested and used to supplement travel and registration costs to present at the SAA conference.

If desired, please include additional information about your research, presentation or poster below.
I participated in a lightning round session with 8 other professionals, all commenting on metadata for digitized visual resources at their institutions. It was a good opportunity to present on the UC San Diego Library's strengths (our DAMS and digital collections website) and a successful digitization project that had complex metadata creation.